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MARRY THE KING, SAVE THE WORLDWhen the fae came, their magic brought destruction
that only stopped when we offered them the one thing they wanted:Wives for their kings.I was
selected "at random".Sacrificed to the fae.But the sexy, infuriating king I'm paired with doesn't
want my body or soul; he wants my help.Thanks to some kind of prophecy, he and his people
think I can get them back home.Getting them back home will require taking some of the king's
magic, which is unstable on the best of days and catastrophic on the worst. When the power
takes more effort to control than I would've ever guessed, and I'm forced to turn to my husband
for help.But the fae never give anything away for free; especially knowledge.It was supposed to
be simple:Marry the king, save the world.But now that we're married, and his power is becoming
mine, our marriage might end up destroying the world… and I might be the one who destroys
it.*This new-adult fantasy features sarcasm, mermaids, and slow-burn enemies-to-friends-to-
lovers romance. Binge the complete trilogy now!

"Enemies to lovers is great, enemies to lovers as a slow burn is better, and Lola has struck gold
with this one. Throw in some unconventional fae lore and you've got an absolute gem. I love twist
on traditional takes, be it shifters or fae, and this is original and creative and fun." -Skipper
Shadowcat "New take on the Fae. This book was very fast paced and so good. I like the push
and pull. Fantasy never looked better. I cannot wait for the next book. WOW, what an ending!" -
TracyaH1976 "The storyline catches you right away; we have a somewhat twisted plot and our
heroine has a wonderfully snarky personality!" -Laura S. "I can't wait for book two!" -
Jessica "This is a fae story with a different spin and I can't wait to see where the series takes us."
-Hilary H. "You are gonna want to read this series" -Bella "Everytime Lola comes out with a new
book I think " this girl is my new favorite character " and it's happened again! I don't know how
she's able to keep upping it, but she does! Noa and Chaos are great together!" -Bookoholic
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Tiffany Schwartz, “Fantastic Worldbuilding ….dialogue was a little lackluster though. The author
did a great job of writing the human/fae backdrop, including the action scenes and details. And
while I did “like” the characters, I wished they had more witty repartee. The MMC was always
angry and walking away like an angsty teenager and the FMC was “under average “ in the boring
department. She stood up for herself, but I other than her piano playing and relationship with her
dead grandfather, she really was a rather uninteresting character.I was actually more interested
in reading about the other two woman ( whom more books I’m sure will be written about), since
they had the potential to be less dull than the FMC in this book.Overall I enjoyed the story and
will read the next book(s) hoping that both the main protagonists become better fleshed out. The
author missed out on creating a deeper narrative on the enemies to friends part of their
relationship.”

Deena Fisher, “Lovely. I really liked the MC in this book. The plot was enjoyable, all the
characters were interesting, and the pacing was good. The author mentions in her afterword that
she thought this book might be too different, but it's not. The idea.of forced brides to "aliens" has
been introduced in other books. What is unique is how she handles it all. It's clear she put a lot
of thought into how a marriage like that would look, and there's definitely no instalove, which I
like. I don't think you will be disappointed if you choose to read this book. If you've read other
books by Lola Glass, I think you'll be impressed.  It's pretty clear she's improving with each book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Wonderful!. This book was amazing and if I could give it more stars I
would. This book touched my heart and I could not put it down. The world building was amazing
and unique with a different take on the fae and faeries then I have read before which I found
very refreshing. Kudos to this author for that. The characters were well developed and
interesting. I loved reading about the fae kings and their kingdoms. Noa and Auden were such a
complex couple and I can't wait to read more about how their relationship progresses. I loved
that they grew from enemies to friends and I hope to love in the next book to come. I was sad
when I finished it and that to me is the mark of a great book. I can't wait to read the next book in
this series.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Intriguing world, great characters. Glass has created yet another world that
draws on fantasy elements we recognize and then adds a new spin. I love this about her work;
there are always elements that surprise me.Noa, the main character, is awesome. She is stuck in
what seems like an increasingly impossible situation and she finds ways to work within it. She
doesn't lie to herself and she isn't clueless--and Glass doesn't sneak in information the reader
puts together while the main character is fumbling.All of that meant that as a reader, I felt as if I
was figuring out the other characters and the situation as Noa did.It' a great start to the trilogy;
there's definite progress made even though the end is suspenseful enough that I'm eager now to



start the next book.”

Shopaholic Husband/Frugal Wife, “Loved it. The author’s end notes said it best when she
described how different this book is. I thought it was interesting and had relatable subjects. I like
that the earth time was short and not an on going battle with the “humans”. Noa’s character was
strong and still had faults. The author did a good job at balancing her. I also liked her lack of
greed.  Sadly, I have 10 days to await book 2.  Oh…the ending was cool…superhero cool.”

JC, “Uniquely good. I've seriously been on a hunt for something with an original storyline. Found
it here. It's pretty nice not to have all the grocery list check off theme's. I swear the last 10 books
I've read were so predictable. Same thing jealous girl man who slept with everyone blah blah.
This was none of that. In fact the romance part hasn't even come into play. I wish there was a bit
more of a romantic connection between them. But it's supposed to grow. I normally would have
to have that connection in a book for me to read the next one, but the story itself kept me
entertained. I liked both characters. My recommendation is if you're looking for an original then
download this. Good job author you picked up a new fan. This is the first book I've read from her
so no fake review only honest opinion.”

Adrienne Ray, “clever story. It was an interesting story, very creative but I felt a little like it made
up a bunch of “new rules” regarding the Fae (not that they are real…but there is a certain theme
about them that runs through the many, many books I’ve read that involves them). Sometimes
the dialog seemed a bit stilted but the main characters personality comes through stronger and
better the farther you read. It lacks a little in suspenseful, turn-page romance so I’m hoping that
surfaces in the next book. It kind of seems that the main Fae male would be a little more driven
towards a female since he’s been without. A bit too platonic for my tastes. But the story is
entertaining. Worth it to delve into the second book for a bit.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Brilliant. Absolutely beautiful and such a unique concept I am simply in
love with this I need more more more please”

Melissa, “loving it. Different from what a usually read but loving this story difference but very
interesting read starting I’m book 2 now”

lozza_775, “So good!. I really enjoyed this book, even more than Wolfsbane series which is the
only other one I’ve read by this author. It did take me a little to get into and at first I thought it
would be one book per girl but I’m glad it’s all about Noa and Auden as I love their dynamic
together as well as their character evolutions. The author explains in the end note that it’s
different from her other books but it’s definitely a “good different”. The fact that it’s enemies to
friends to lovers was part of what made it a little hard to get into at the very start but the change
in dynamic made me all the more eager see where it goes in the next two books! Also have to



say that I love the titles since they tell you enough of what’s going to happen to really whet your
appetite for what’s next. Off to devour the next one now! ”

melanie, “Great read. I stumbled upon this book after searching for a next series to read and this
was so good. I really like this book. It's slow slow slow burn. The world building and story telling
is great. It doesn't give too much erroneous information on the history of their world. Secrets are
slowly revealed. Great beginning in this series.”

Georgia, “Great story. Loved this. It was refreshing and different while still feeling kinda cozy and
pleasant to read. Slowwww burn (zero romance in this book apart from some thoughts of
attraction). Really liked the characters and intrigued to see what happens in book 2.”

The book by Lola Glass has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 678 people have provided feedback.
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